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QUESTION 1

Identify the log you examine to view warnings, errors, and information messages about internal operations. 

A. Pega log 

B. Alert log 

C. BIX log 

D. Services-PAL 

Correct Answer: A 

 

 

QUESTION 2

What application do you use to perform remote logging? 

A. Database trace 

B. Performance Profiler 

C. Logging Level Settings tool 

D. System Management Application (SMA) 

Correct Answer: D 

 

 

QUESTION 3

Which three statements are true about Obj- methods? (Choose three.) 

A. Obj-Browse allows you to return a page list of data on the clipboard. 

B. Obj-Delete-By-Handle requires a page on the clipboard to delete an instance. 

C. Obj-Refresh-and-Lock can acquire the lock and refresh a page if stale. 

D. Obj-Save always performs an immediate write to the database to ensure data integrity. 

E. Obj-Open loads an instance of a class from a database onto the clipboard. 

Correct Answer: ACE  

 

QUESTION 4
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You are preparing to create a new major version of an application ruleset in which there are multiple minor and patch
versions. 

How do you create the new ruleset version? 

A. Use the Ruleset Maintenance wizard to merge the existing rules in the relevant ruleset versions to the new version. 

B. Use the Ruleset Maintenance wizard to skim the relevant ruleset versions to copy the highest version of existing rules
to the new ruleset version. 

C. Create a new application ruleset using the appropriate version number, then copy the highest version of existing
rules into the new ruleset version. 

D. Use the Application Structure landing page to lock and roll the existing ruleset versions to the new version. 

Correct Answer: B 

Reference: https://community.pega.com/knowledgebase/articles/how-skim-compress- merge-copy-anddelete- rulesets-
ruleset-maintenance-wizard 

 

QUESTION 5

You create a report in a work class that displays the assigned operator and task name for each open case. Which two
ways can you combine data in the Assign-Worklist class for your report? (Choose Two) 

A. Use a class join to the Assign-Worklist class. Specify a join filter where the pxRefObjectKey in the join class is equal
to an object identifier in the work class. 

B. Use a Worklist Assignment association rule to join the Work class to the Assign-Worklist class. 

C. Use a class join to the Assign-Worklist class. Specify a join filter where the Worklist Assignment association rule is
equal to an object identifier in the work class. 

D. Use a Worklist Assignment association rule to join to the Assign-Worklist class. Specify a join filter where the
pxRefObjectKey in the join class is equal to an object identifier in the work class. 

Correct Answer: AB 
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